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Abstract 

Representat.ion models are very important in Applied Computa· 
tional Mathematics (11.equicha, 1980), (Gomes & Velho, 1992). 

In t.his work we introduce a model for color space representation. 
Using th is model we construct a mathematical framework that ena· 
bles us to develop systematically the classical results in the area of 
colorimetry without. the need to use Grassmann Laws as a basic set 
of a.xioms for the theory. 

1 Introduction 

The classical theory of colorimetry deals with finite dimensional color spaces. 
t\lore spedfically1 t.richromatic spaces are studied ancl the starting point. 
are the Grassmann Laws (Prat.t, 1978). These Iaws were stablished by 
H. Grassrnann, (Grassmann, 1854), based on perceptual color experiments. 
T he laws can be used as a set of postuJates to get an axiomatic development 
of the theory of trichromatic spaces. 

The extension of trichromatic space theory to n-dimensional color spaces 
is rather st.raightforward. But we should mention that. trichromatic color 
theory is based on Grassmann Laws, and since these laws come from color 
perrept.ual experiment.s the extension to higher dimensions is a bit cum
bersome. We will introduce a simple mathematical model that. enable us 
to develop t.he t.heory of fini te dimensional color spaces on a mathemat.ical 
basis. 
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The organization of the ¡;:iaiper is as follows: in section 2 we define the 
color space as an infinite dimensio!il.al vector space of functions; in section 3 
we introduce a mathemaitical model to represent the color space as a finite 
dimensional vector space; in section 4 we give an overview of the basic 
colorimetric concepts f.rom tf.ie point of view of color representation theory. 
Finally1 on Section 5 we cmacLl'.lde m.aJking sorne remarks on possible future 
research tapies related to this work. 

2 Spectral Color Space 

We will denote by [>,., .\,] tlie visible interval of the electromag1'etic spec
trum. A color whicli is tfile visuail stiom1!1.Lms produced by an electromagnetic 
wave, is characterized by th.e spectral distributioFl of sorne radiometric phy
sical unit (in general radiaim..t power is msed). Thlerefore, thie color space ca.in 
be defined to be an appropriaite fulíl.ction vector space, E, def.med on a sub
set of the real line (e.g. the visible i¡;¡terval [.\0 , .\,] o[ tlie spectrnm). Not 
all functions on E represem.t real colors because this space rnigfüt contain 
1mbounded or negative fwnctions. We ca:!il. cornveniently consider diifferent 
function spaces containing tfüe spectr&l distribl!ltiom.s to be a m.atfil.ematical 
model of the color space. A ¡;¡filma! way is to define E as the space of sq.toare 
integrable functions om. tfile reaJl numbers R 

E={!: R--+ R; 1!12 is Lebesgue integrable}. (1) 

Another possible choice is tio defim.e the spectral color space E as the vector 
space of bounded functions on tfile visible interval [>.a , >.b] of the spectrum. 
In sorne problems it rnigfilt be convenient to extend the spectral color space 
to include distributions. 

The choice of a convenieat fü.mction space as the mathematical model 
far the color space E has arn inf.iuence on the metric that can be defined to 
compute the distance betweern two colors ©f the space. This is very impor
t.ant, particularly when we are concerned with approxi.mation Jl>roperties on 
the color space. We willl not deal with these problems in this work, therefore 
we will use only the vector space structure of the spectral color space E. 
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3 Color Space Representations 

ln order to represent color in the computer we must get finite dimensional 
representations of the spectral color space E definecl on the previous section. 
The standard way to introduce these spaces in the Jiterature is referring to 
color combination experiments and introducing Grassmann Laws. In fact 
an immedia te consequence of these laws is the vector space nature of the 
trichromatic color space. In this section we will int;roduce a mathemati
cal model for finite dimensional representations of the color space without 
resorting to the use of color experiment results. 
Definition l. Let; T E --+ un be a linear transformation from the 
spectral rolar space E to sorne n-dimensional vector space v n. If the image 
T(E) is the whole space V", we say that the triple (T, E , V") is a finite 
dnnensional color space representation of dimension n. T he map T is called 
representation map, and the vector space V is called representation space. 

\Vhcn we choose sorne basis of thc vector space l/'\ a coorclinate system 
is definc<l on \/ and i t becomes nat.urally isomorphir to t.he Enclidean space 
R ". \Ve prefer to use L/11 instead oí R " in the above defi ni tion1 because of 
the differcnt color coorclinate systems used in colorimetry. 

In Definition 1, v n is a representation model of the spectral color space 
in lhe sense defined in (Requicha, 1980) [ see also (Comes & Velho, 1992)] . 
\"le will give two examples below in arder to show that the above defini tion 
has an intrinsic physical nature. 
Example l. (Color Point Sampling) Consider the spectral color space E 
of the bounded functions on the visible interval [>.., >.,] of the spectrum. lf 
,\11 >.2 1 ... 1 ..\11 aren points on the visible interval [Aa, A1i] of the spectrum, we 
can define a linear map T, in definition 11 by 

T(C(A)) = (C(Ai),C(A2), ... ,C(A,,)). (2) 

T defines an n dimensional represent.ation of the spect ral color space. 
Example 2. (Color Physical System) In a color physical syst.em there aren 
scnsors 1 s1, s21 .... 1 s111 and each sensor 011tputs a signal when stim11lated by 
elec-tromagnet.ic waves in sorne interval 1 of the spect.rnm. Mathematically, 
ench sensor s; has an associated spectral response curve, S;(A) so that. t.he 
ignal prodnced by S¡ when stimulated by an elect.romagnet.ic wave wit.h 
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spectral power e ( ,\) is 

C, = j S,(.\)C(.\)d.\ , (3) 

Note that {2) is a special case of (3), if we consider the spectral response 
curve of the sensor si to be t he Dirac delta distribution 6(>. - 1\). 
Since the integral is a linear operator, it is immediate that the map T : 
E ~ V", defined by 

T(C) = (C1,C,, ... ,C,.), (4) 

Ci as in (3), is a linear map. Therefore T defines an n-dimensional repre
sentation of the spectral color space. This finite dimensional color space is 
called the color space of the physical system. The triple (T , E , V") is called 
the natural representation o[ the color space of the physical systern . 

The eye is an example of a physical system as described in example 
2 above. According to the classical Young-Helmholtz trichromatic theory, 
there are three types of molecules in the eye that are sensitive to electro
magnetic waves. The spectral response curves of these "biological light 
sensors11 were studied and measured by Konig and Brodhum (Konig and 
Brodhum,1889). For more details the reader should consult (Pratt, 1978) 
or (Wysecki & Stiles, 1983). This 3-dimensional color space representation 
is called trichromatic color space. 

The linear transformation T from definition 1 defines a relation, =, 
between the colors C(.\) of the space E: if C1(.\),C2(-') < E , then C1(.\) = 
0 2 (.\) if T(C1 (.\)) = T(C2 (.\)). It is trivial to verify that =is an equivalence 
relation on E: 

(1) C1(A) = C1(-'); 
(2) If 0 1(.\) = C2(.\) then C,(.\) = C1(.\); 
(3) If 0 1(.\) = 0 2(.\) and C,(.\) = C,(.\), then C1(.\) = C,(.\). 

In analogy with the study of t.richromatic color space, we wi ll cal! the 
relation = methamerism (Wyszecki & Styles, 1982). Two colors C1(.\) and 
0 2(.\) in the space E are methameric if 0 1 (,\) ;;; C2(A). We can view the 
finite dimensional color space representation V 11 as the quotient space E / = 
of the spectral color space by the methamerism relation. 
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4 Basic Colorimetric Concepts 

ln this section we will give a brief overview of all the basic colorimetric con
cepts with respect to the color space representation defined on the previous 
section. 

4.1 Color Coordinate Systems 

Snppose t.hat (T, E, V" ) is t.he natural representation of the color space 
associated to a color physical system (Example 2). F'or any color C < V" , 
we have 

(5) 

wherc P11 ·i = 1, ... , n aren linearly independent. color vectors on the color 
spac·c of t he sysl.cm. The basis { P11 •• • , P11.} of color vcctors is callcd a set, of 
pnmary sources of the color space //11 • The coeffident.s (3k, k = 1, 2, ... , 11 are 
t he n-dirnensional coordinates of the color C(A) in thc basis of primaries 
( P1, ... , P11 } , and represenL that color on the color space of the physical 
systern. For 11 = 3 they are nsnally called t-nchroma.tic coordinates. 

An important problem consists in obtaining //" as a color space repre
sentation for t.he coordinat.e system defined by the ba.sis {!~ ) we nmst 
find a linear map T : E --+ V'l from some spectra1 color space E , onto the 
finite dimensional color space V'1 , such that 

T(C(A)) = C = "L, fJ•P• , 
k= I 

for C(A) < E . 
Denote by P•(-') the spectral distribntion in E snch that T(P•(-')) = Pk 

for some reprcsentation of the color space V". 

lf we define 

" 
C (A) = L,fJ.P.(A), (6) 

k= I 
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we can not guarantee th¡¡,t C(>.) = C(>.). H0wever 

That is, 

T (C(>-)) = T ( l(t'Vk(>.) ) 

= LilkT(P.(>-)) 
k 

= Lil•P• 
k 

= C = T(C(>.)). 

C(>.): C(>.) . 

Since T(C(>.)) ' ll", we have 

T(C(>.)) = (T1(C(>.)), ,Tn(C(>.))), 

where, using (3) amd (8), ead1 coorclinate fonctim T; is giveH by 

T;(C(>.)) = j C(>-)S,(>.)d>. 

= j C(>-)S,(>.)d>. 

= j (t,¡J.P.(>-)) S,(>.)d>. 

= t,/J• j Pk (>.) S,(>.)d>. 

(7) 

(8) 

(~) 

Jf we denote by a;k the signa! produced by the sensor s, when excited by 
tbe primary spectral distribution P.(>-) , we have 

a;k = j s,(>-)P. (>-) d>., {10) 

and from {9) we obt.ain 

t /).a;k = j C(>.)S,(>.)d>.. 
k:l 

(11) 
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Civen lhe color spectral clistribution C(,\), from the knowledge of the pri
rnary spectral clist.ribution P.(,\) and the response spectral curves S,(,\), we 
are able to compute the coordinates /3. from (10) and (ll). 

In practicc1 the coordinates f3k are normaJized against a standard refe
rcnce color W: we compute the coordinates (wJi ... , wn) of W according to 
the procedure above, and the normalized coordina.tes of C(,\) on the basis 
oí primarics Pk , k = 1, ... , n, are defined by 

(12) 

Take C(,\) = E(,\) to be a constant spectml distrib11l.ion in E (E is called 
thc equal energy white). At a specific value A t.he normalized components 
in the basis Pk will be denoted by PK (,\). From (12) we get 

(13) 

The funcl.ions P•(,\), k = l , ... , n , are called color mal.ching functions asso
ciat.ed t.o the basis of primary colors {P.}, k = 1, ... ,n.. 

In arder t.o comput;e P•(,\) at sorne specific wavelength ,\, we take 
C(,\) to be the Dirac distribution 6 with center al. ,\. From equation (11), 
we obtain 

L f3•a;• = S;(,\), (14) 
k== I 

and from (13), we get 

L W•il;•P•(,\) = S,(,\). (15) 
k= I 

The color matching functions are of great importance in computing the 
roordinat.es of a color wit.h spect.ral distribution C(A) in the color space 
rcpresentat.ion with basis P11 ... , P11 • This is the cont.ent. of t.he Proposition 
bclow. 

Proposit ion l. If p;(,\) are the color matching functions associated with 
a base { P,} o/ primary colors in a physical system, then the normalized 
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caardinates, C, , af a calar C(>-) <E an the basis {P,} are given by 

c.= f, C(>-)p•(>-)d>-. k = 1, . , n (16) 

Proof: Multiplying both sides of (15) by C(>.), and integrating, we obtain 

t W•ª•• J C(>.)p.(>.)d>. = J C(>.)S,(>.)d>.. 
k=l 

(17) 

From ( 11) we have 

t w•ª•• j C(>.)p.(>.)d>. = t/3.a,., 
k= l k=l 

(18) 

that is, 

(19) 

Since the matrix (a,.) is non-singular ( this is a required characteristic of the 
physical system) we have from (12) and (19) 

f, C(>.)p.(>.)d>. =§_=c •. 
I Wk 

This proves the proposition. O 
Said differently, Proposition 1 defines a linear representation map 

T : E -----+ vn from t.he spect.ral color space E to the color coordinate syst.em 
defined on vn by the primary basis {P1 , . . . , Pn) · T is defined by 

T(C(>.)) = (Ci, ... , Cn), 

where each c. is computed using (16). Everything happens as though to 
each primary color Pk there exists an associated uvirtual sensor" sk of the 
physical system, and the color matching functions p,(>.) are the spectral 
response curves associated to these sensors (see Example 2). 

We will finish this section with sorne computational rernarks. If we know 
the spectral response curves S,(>.), and the spectral distribution P.(>.) of 
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tbe primary colors of sorne basis {P;} of the color representation space V", 
t hen from (10) , (11) .and (12) it is possible to compute the normalized 
coordinates c. of a color with spectral distribution C(.>.) on the given basis. 
lf we do not have the knowledge of the spectral response curves S,(.>.), then 
it is possible to compute c. using the color matching functions, P•(.>.) , 
associated to the basis. 

In the physical system of the eye, tbe spectral response curves are very 
hard to be measured accurately (Pratt , 1978). The color matching func
tions on the other hand are obtained from perceptual color combination 
experiments and are tabulated (Wyszeck.i & Stiles, 1983). 

4.2 Color Solid 

A color in the spectral color space E is called a real color if it is visible in 
a perceptual experiment. Mathematically a function in E represents a real 
color if it is non-negative. The set of real colors in E is called spectral color 
solid, and it. will be denoted by SE. 

A subset S of a vector space V is a cone if it is invariant under multipli
cation by a positive real nurnber t. The following proposition is immediate 

Proposition 2 The spectral color solid SE is a cone of E . 

Lf T : E --+ z;n is a color space representation1 the set of color vectors 
in V " that correspond to real spectral colors in E is called by color solid, 
and will be denoted by S, that is S = T(SE). Since a cone is invariant 
w1der linear maps, the proposition below is also immediate 

P roposition 3 The color solid S is a cone of V " . 

A pure spectral color of wavelength >. is a color whose spectral distri
bution in E is null everywhere, except at . ..\. T he proposition below is also 
very casy t.o prove 

Proposition 4 The pure spectroi colors are on the boundary of the color 
so/111. 
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4.3 Luminance &!ild Chr01il'1•inance 

Givem. a physical system smcfo. tf.J.·ait tfue SJDectral response cw·ve of the sensor 
s1, is S¡ ( ,\) , i = 1, ... , n, we ©.efine tfile average spectral response curve by 

V(>.)= I:;.a,S,(>.), a,' R , a,> O (2©) 
i=l 

wHere the constants a¡ del!>em.©. ON the &aracteristics of the system. 
l"or the thricromatic ¡DllysicaJl system ©f the eye, tlle curve V(>.) is c"lleo! 

relative l-uminous ef!ficieney fiunctúm ain@ its vah1es, 0IDtainefil exJDerimen
t.ally, are tabulated (Wyszecki & St)"les, ~ §83). IF1 wha,t follows we wihl 
s~ppose that the !Mnction V ( >.) !;as c0mj'Jact. supp>ort. The su¡;>port ©f t!;e 
relaitive lwrninous eff.iciency of tN.e eye is the visi0le interva:l [A 0 , Ab] of the 
speotrlll'N. 

Definition 3. 1 C(>.) is tlle spect rail rad!i&nce d!ostribmtion of a c0l0r C in 
tf.J.e space E, its luminance, wiitfu. reS;peet to a JDhysicall system witfu a:verage 
spectral response cl!lTve V ( >.) , is o!efü;ied ©y 

L(C(>.)) = K L C(>.)V(>.)d>., (21) 

w.Fiere K is a coFJ.sta.nt t};iait fileJDeNds ON tf.ie uniit system used. 
The lumim8'Ilce d!efines a fo1ear t1'lmctionaJl L : E ~ R. If C1 (>.) 8'Ilo! 

C2(>.) are methameric S]Dectrail C1'l•rves im E, i.e. T(C1(>.)) = T(C2(>.)), them 
from (9) and (2©~ , we olitai-m: 

L(C1) = K t: C1(.\)V(>.)d>. 

= K 1:00 

C1 (>.) [ta,S, (>.)] d>. 

= K t j+oo C1 (>.)a,S, (>.) d>. 

= K ~ 1:00 
C,(>.)a,S, (>.) d>. 

= K J:00 
C2 (>.) [ta,s, (>.)] d.A 
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l +oo 

= K -oo C2(,\)V(,\)d,\ 

= L(C2) (22) 

The above computation shows that the Luminance funct ional L : E -
R induces nat.urally a linear functional L: V "= (E /;;) -----+ R , in the color 
spocc of the physical system. As a consequence, L(T(C(,\))) = L(C(,\)). 
Th functional L is callcd the luminance ftmct.10nal of the physical system. 

The kernel C0 of t.he l11minance functional I, : 1/11 --+ R is a (n - l )
dimensional subspace. Eoch affine hyperplane of t he family C, = C0 + v, 
u E V'\ contains colors of constant lurrUnance1 and is therefore called a 
chrominance hypm·71lane. 

lf 11 e //" is a vector , v ~ C0 , we will denote by (v) the subspace generated 
by u. There is a decomposition of lhe space V" = C0 E9 (v). Therefore 
each rolar vector w e L!'1 can be writ.ten uniquely in the form w = wc + 
w1,,1 wc e C0 and w1, E (v). T he componcnt wc contains the chrominance 
informat.ion, and w 1, thc luminance information of thc color vector w. Thc 
above dccomposition is callecl a ch1·ommance-luminance decomposition of 
t he color space. 

The chrominance-luminance clecomposit.ion is the starting point to define 
several color coordinate systems of great importance in colorimetry and its 
applications, such as the CIC-XYZ standard systern and the NTSC system 
used in the television industry. 

1 f the luminance of each of the s nsors in a color physical system is 
non.-zero, then the luminance subspace is transversal to the hyperplane n : 
x 1 + ... + x" = 1 of the color representation space. T his result can be used 
to normalize the chrorninance information of the color space a.5 follows: for 
cach real color vector C, there exists a positive real number t, such that tC 
< n. lf C = (C1 •• •• ,C,.) then 

1 
t =e, + ... +c.· (23) 

Gcom trically, we are radially projecting the color solid C on t.he hyper
plane íl . T he res11Jting snbset on t.he n contains ali of the chrominanr.e 
infonnat.ion of thc real colors, and it is ralled chromaticity diagram. lt. fol
low from Proposit.ion 3 t hat. it. is a convex subset. of n (becanse it is a radial 
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projection oí a cone). For thricromatic color spaces, its horseshoe shape is 
weU known. T he coord inates of the projection of C on íl are computed by 

e;= C1 + ... +C,. ' 
e, 

(24) 

and are cal led chrnmaticity coordinates of t he color C 

4 .4 Projective Model 

If e is a color vector in sorne color space representation l/11 ; and t is a 
non-zero real number; the vector tC has the same chrominance (same chro
maticity coordinates) as C . This shows that i t is possible to identify natu
rally the chrominance space as the set of ali 1-dimensional subspaces of l.JTI , 
excluding the origin. This is the real projective space of dimension n - l. 

This simple remark is of great help when studying color space trans
fo rmations: the natural t ransformation relating chromaticity coordinates in 
different color coordinate systems are project ive t ransformations. T his fact. 
is not used explicitly in the literature and the explanat ion of chromaticit.y 
coord inate t ransformation is rather cumbersome. 

4.5 Grassmann Laws 

Grassmrum Laws are used as the set of axioms in the development of colori
metry t heory. These laws were established after perceptuaJ experiments 
wi th color in the 19th century (Grassmann, 1854). Sorne of Grassmann 's 
laws have an intrinsic perceptual nature (e.g. components of a mixture of 
colored ligh ts cannot be resolved by the human eye). Other laws are of a more 
mathematical nature and can be shown to be val id in any finite dimensional 
color space representation. This assertion holds, for instance, in relation to 
Grassmann 's four th law: The luminance of a mixture is equal to the sum of 
the luminance o/ its components. This can be easily proved with t he resul ts 
from Sect ion 4.3. 

5 Conclusion and Research Topics 

We int roduced a mathematical framework to define a representat ion of the 
spectral color space as a finite dimensional vector space. This fra.mework 
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makes it possible to develop systematically the theory of colorimetry for n 

dimensional color spaces, wi thout resorting to resuJts from perceptual color 
experiments (GrassmBrl1N 1S Laws). The basic colorimetric coNcepts are given 
in this Cramework. 

l t is interesting to establoish conditions under which a color space represen
tat ion is in fact an a:pproximation of the color space as tf.J.e dimemsion gets 
higher. In the case of the trichromatic color space of the eye, different me
trics in the spectral color space can be investigated in arder to study its 
relationsh.ip with the mliform Riemmanian metric of tf.i.e f.inite diitnensional 
color space representation. 
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